
 
GEORGE ORWELL’S 1984 

 
Before you read: 
 
1. What do you know about the book 1984? Read the Introduction. 

What kind of future world does it describe? 
 

2. Answer the questions. Find the words in italics in your dictionary. 
They are all used in the story. 

a Is a brotherhood one person or a group of people? 
b Does freedom give you choice or no choice? 
c If people are hanged, are they hurt or killed? 
d Is knowledge the same or the opposite of ignorance? 
e If you see the word Mansions in an address, do you expect a small building 
or a large one? 
f Are workers at a Ministry paid by businessmen or the government? 
g Can a razor blade cut you or poison you? 
h Is slavery the opposite of freedom 

 



3. Match the words from 1984  with the definitions below. Use your dictionary to help 
you. 
edition  overalls  poster  sweat  truth 
 
a) a big sheet of paper on a wall, with a picture or writing on it 
b) the opposite of a lie 
c) clothes that you wear for dirty work 
d) liquid that runs from your body when you are hot 
e) all the copies of a book that are exactly the same and are printed at the same time 

 
 
4.The language of power in Oceania, in 1984  is called Newspeak. Some of these words 
are occasionally used today: 
Prole: a lower class person 
Telescreen: the part of a television where words or pictures appear 
Vaporize: to make someone disappear completely 
 
Which of these more common words are connected with power or politics? What d the 
other words mean? 
Canteen comrade gin league party  slogan 
 
 
After you read: 
 
5. Who or what is being described? Discuss what you know about these people and 

placs. 
a)  a room with dirty dishes on the table 
b) a girl with dark hair 
c)  a dreamy man with hairy ears 
d) a handsome man with a large black moustache 
e)  a place with no windows 
f) a large city where houses are all falling down 
g) a man with a thin, clever face 
 
 



GEORGE ORWELL’S 1984 
 
Questions about chapter 1-3: 
 
1.  Who is the main character and what does he do? 
2. Can you define thoughtcrime? And facecrime? 
3. What is Newspeak? 
4.  What is Winston’s opinion about BIG BROTHER? 
5. How do the Thought Police control everybody’s movement and thoughts? 
6. Who is Emmanuel Goldstein? 
7. What is Hate week? 
8. How is reality distorted in Oceania? 
9. Why does Winston like Syme? 
10. What is the “Brotherhood”? 
 



GEORGE ORWELL’S 1984 
 
 
Discussion topics: (Discuss with your partner) 

- Political discourse in Oceania 
- The figure of Big Brother 
- The manipulation of language 
- The rewriting of history by The Party 
- The Party slogans: 

"War is Peace",  
"Freedom is Slavery" 
"Ignorance is Strength." 

- Love in the Oceania’s society 
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Questions about chapter 4-6: 

1. What happened to Winston’s parents? 
2. What does Winston write about in his diary? 
3. How was Winston’s relationship with his wife? 
4. What does Julia feel for Winston? Who is Charrington? 
5. What does Julia think about the Party? Does she collaborate with them? 
6. What is “a political act” for Winston? 
7. Comment on the sentence “They can’t get inside you.” 
8. What does goodthinkful mean? Are Winston and Julia goodthinkful? 
9. How do they manage to meet and where? 
10. Why does Winston say to Julia “the more men you’ve had, the more I love 

you”? 
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Questions about chapter 7-9: 
1. Who is O’Brien? 
He worked at the Ministry of truth and he was against the Party and he was a member 
of the brotherhood. So he believed in Goldstein. 
2. What is O’Brien’s excuse to make Winston go to his house? 
O’Brien invites Winston to borrow his dictionary which is at his house. 
3. Why did Winston trust O’Brien? What was his opinion about O’Brien? 
Because they think that joining O’Brien is a way to start a war against the Party. 
Winston thinks that O’Brien has the same aim as him, that he hates the Party too.  
4. What surprises Julia about O’Brien’s house? 
The fact that O’Brien could turn the telescreen off. 
5. What does O’Brien tell them about the brotherhood and about the Party? 
He tells them that the brotherhood really existed, it isn’t an invention by the Thought 
Police. To become a member of the brotherhood, Winston and Julia have to read 
Goldstein’s book.  
6. What is the only thing Winston and Julia are not willing to do for the 
brotherhood? 
They are not willing to break their love, they don’t want to separate/break up.   
7. Can you describe “Blackwhite,” “crimestop” and “doublethink”? 
Blackwhite: What the party says is the truth. They are always right but if the enemy say 
‘black is white’, that’s  a lie.  
“Crimestop”: It means stopping before you think a wrong/bad thought.”Doublethink”: 
When people have two different ideas at the same time. 
8. What happened after reading O’Brien’s book? 
There was a telescreen behind the picture, the soldiers came into the room and captured/ 
took   
 Them. They tortured him 9. Who had betrayed Winston and Julia? Why? 
10. What happened to Winston in the Ministry of love? 
 


